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About This Content

Purchase this DLC pack to gain access to the premium Jason Skin: Retro Jason plus his special weapon!

MORE ABOUT FRIDAY THE 13th: KILLER PUZZLE…

Help legendary horror icon Jason Voorhees stalk and slay campers across 100+ puzzle levels in a hilariously off kilter puzzle
game. From the campgrounds of Crystal Lake to the highrises of Manhattan, from supermax prisons to space stations, Jason will

terrorize victims across the world... and beyond!

Friday the 13th: Killer Puzzle is developed by the makers of cult hit SLAYAWAY CAMP (5/5 -Rue Morgue, Touch Arcade,
Gamezebo... “The most ridiculously, absurdly, insanely over the top violent game I’ve ever seen.” -Dread Central).

Key Features:

 8 gut-wrenching “episodes” for over 100 free-to-play puzzle levels!

 See Jason like never before: Supermax Jason, Frozen Jason, Apocalypse Jason & More!!!

 Traps! Cops! SWAT teams! Land mines! Rotary telephones! Teleporters! Cats!

 Choose ‘R’ mode for dozens of gruesome Kill Scenes, or ‘PG’ for an almost family-friendly puzzle experience
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 Level up and unlock tons of horrifying murder weapons.

 Trade in your rusty and unwanted weapons for shiny elite ones!

 Daily Death challenge offers a new puzzle each day!
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Title: Friday the 13th: Killer Puzzle - Retro Jason
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Blue Wizard Digital
Publisher:
Blue Wizard Digital
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i (i3, i5, i7) Level CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Any on-board sound should work.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish
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friday the 13th killer puzzle retro jason

Like this games graphics and music.Enjoy the bat ball genre,good game!. Dumb. Not very fun. Most of the decisions aren't very
clear, and I wasn't sure what was going on most of the time.

Asked for a refund after about 30 mins.. brooo the ending is so sad :( I still plow through nakazawa's bois tho, hope they make a
sequel.. it's fun, has a great idea, but the mouse curser is a lot bigger than it normally it is wich makes it harder, but not by that
much

9\/10 would point agian. Pierhead Arcade has been well thought out and enables my inner-child with the built in Rainwave
support it makes it even better!! (Rob from rainwave was rather happy that you guys use rainwave and would love you to stop by
the IRC channel on SynNet to talk to him about it!)

The arcade games are second to none, a lot of attention to detail and if you really want to you could implement this game into
your workout cycle!! Always looking forward to new games here! Plen

The only gripe I have is how hard it seems to get Multiplayer working as i've never been able to get it working correctly :(

9/10 (If you get multiplayer working i'll give this a 10)

. ===[ Audience: ]===
\u2610 Kids
\u2610 Everyone
\u2611 Casual players
\u2610 Pro players

===[ Graphics: ]===
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Really bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 OK
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Masterpiece

===[Price\/quality: ]===
\u2610 Full price
\u2611 Wait for sale
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Don't do it

===[ Requirments: ]===
\u2610 90' PC
\u2610 Minimum
\u2610 Medium
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 High end
\u2611 NASA computer

===[ Difficulty: ]===
\u2610 You just need 2 arms
\u2610 Ez
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
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\u2610 Hard (first few hours)
\u2610 Dark Souls

===[ Game time\/length ]===
\u2610 Really short ( 0 - 2 hours) (5 Minutes)
\u2610 Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
\u2610 Long ( 12+ hours)
\u2611 Endless

===[ Story] ===
\u2611 It doesn't have
\u2610 Still better than Twilight
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

===[ Bugs ]===
\u2610 Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing
~~~~~~~
Graphics:\t\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606\u2606
Sound: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606
Gameplay: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605
Music: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606
Overall: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606
~~~~~~~
Another skin pack for FortressCraft. Why not?. Kinda like a app but still a good game for 50 cents.. Simple, Fun, Interesting,
and a little bit reptitive. It doesn't take long to learn. Having friends to play with make it a much more exciting experience. Try
and see how far you can get.. Not worth this price, but the bots play extremely well.
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The single player experience was pretty good even if it is on rails, those first moments when you move your arms and the mechs
arms follow your movement in particular was amazing and really sold the feeling of being the pilot of a giant mech.

The game really shines in multiplayer though, the free movement makes a huge difference and the mechs vary from lighter
nimble classes to slower hulking behemoths. A nice touch is the ability to juggle power to different systems to increase
shields/weapons/speed/energy to customise your mech to suit your tastes. Controls are relatively simple and within 3/4 games I'd
gotten the hang of the basics and was able to compete somewhat competently. The maps are pretty few at this stage but they're
complex enough to make various strategies viable and very well designed.

What's harder to describe is how awesome 2v2 battles are. I've been playing since the first Mechwarrior games and this is
absolutely the closest feeling to piloting one of those you can have today.

I highly recommend the game mainly due to the multiplayer.. Takes to long for a day to pass and unable to get any of the food
for the animals to feed them so no animals can be fed and no missions can be completed. Gauntlet of IRE might seem like
another Twitch-grabbing frustration game, and in a way it is, but this simplifcation does great disservice to the amount of polish
and creativity on offer here. Most games of this type usually just put an invisible barrier wherever, thinking that this would put
them square in the Kaizo territory, without realizing that there is more - and should be more - to a game than that.

In this game you simply have to deliver the ball to the other side of the track, but what seems an easy feat at first quickly
becomes an increasingly harder challenge that throws curveball after curveball at you. What I appreciate a lot is that despite the
game being balls hard, it also goes to great lengths to mess with you in the strangest ways possible. It becomes quite a
memorable and, yes, irksome experience.

Don't let this one slip through the cracks!. Claims to support keyboard and mouse but it doesn't. Although I can move around I
am aways moving in the same directions. Moving my head points me at something but pressing "W" to move forward moves me
relative to me start position.. From MST3K to the Big Silver Screen at AMC or any other Movie Theater, YDKJ Movies is a
pretty good CD-ROM Cinema Triva\/Digital Download Game. Don't forget the Popcorn, Candy & Snacks before you take your
seat in your Local Movie Theaters, New Releases or Classic Movies.. This is an interesting game. It reminds me in some ways of
a game I played awhile back. I think it was called Cradle of Rome. Anyway, you build stuff with money you get from
completing Match-3 (and other) puzzles.

Can be quite enrapturing.. gretat movie and you cant beat a backup of almost the whole sieries for 20.00 on sale.
steam video player also works fanastic for me hasnt buffered a single time through multiple movies and series
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